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ABSTRACT

RailSat aims to use Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) to monitor and maintain railway assets and its surrounding
environment by railway asset owners and/or other relevant stakeholders.
The rail sector is looking for continuous monitoring solutions which have no impact on the train service, both wayside (track
bound) and onboard (train bound), which require accurate positioning while travelling at high speeds (>120kmh).
This paper focuses on the combination of positioning data from traditional GNSS/INS system with processed LIDAR point cloud
and discusses real-life results from the Snake Pass, Peak District, England. Data have been collected using a dedicated multi-
sensor van but the nature of the road allows us to draw conclusions relevant to the rail industry.
This paper discusses the proposed deployment of a mobile LiDAR monitoring system consisting of a set of laser scanners and a
navigation component. While the LIDAR component is capable of centimetre accuracy, it is limited by the navigation accuracy,
predominantly affected by the difficult railway environment, frequent multipath and NLOS interference combined with a loss of
signal next to the monitoring structures itself (bridges, cuttings, tunnels, embankments etc.), making precise positioning the
biggest challenge.
The proposed navigation system combines IMU positioning system with a computer vision system capable of localisation using
features in the natural environment. This paper outlines the combination of the proposed navigation system with the LIDAR’s
information, which provides two ways of correcting navigation trajectory in post-processing.

INTRODUCTION

The objectives of the RailSat programme is to the develop the technical capacity for the use of Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) in support of railway track geometry monitoring and its surrounding environment by railway asset owners and/or
other relevant stakeholders. Critical assets include rail tracks, bridges, level crossings, cuttings, sidings and other infrastructure.
Currently, railway infrastructure is inspected visually, by dedicated video and using measurement trains which monitor the
condition of the railway network. Based on this information the track maintenance is planned and executed. However, the



frequency of these inspections is low, track geometry, for example, is verified only once or twice a year, therefore limiting the
viability and outcome of the inspections.
The rail sector is looking for continuous monitoring solutions which have no impact on the train service, both wayside (track
bound) and onboard (train bound). A positioning system is therefore required to be able to accurately measure and locate track
geometry and sub-decimetre track defects while travelling at high speeds (>120kmh). Those track defects (estimated at over
8000 at any time in the UK by Network Rail for example) would then be best serviced by the use of autonomous robots, capable
of navigating to the exact location and undertaking the necessary repairs. The use of robots is essential for safety and for more
efficient and timely repairs [1].

IDENTIFICATION OF THE MONITORING AREAS

Currently, railway infrastructure is inspected both visually as well as by dedicated video and measurement trains that monitor
the condition of the railway network. Based on this information, track maintenance operations are planned and executed. The
disadvantages of this current approach are the low frequency of both, measurement trains and visual inspections, due to the
relatively high costs of increasing the frequency of these types of operations. At the same time, the UK rail network faces a
pressing need to increase capacity and for service flexibility. This will not only increase the wear to the network through a higher
volume of traffic but will also lead to a reduction in the time available to carry out inspection and maintenance itself [1].

The RailSAT project is aiming to address those by provides continual monitoring at a regional level through the exploitation of
Sentinel-1 InSAR data to provide wide–area ground deformation rates and identify hotspots. The InSAR data can be used to
provide:

 Regional analysis to qualitatively investigate overall terrain deformation trends such as slow-moving landslides,
mining-induced subsidence or uplift, etc. that may have an impact on the track or corridor.

 50-100 m corridor & wide-area analysis to quantitatively investigate overall large scale terrain movement and
correlation with geotechnical data (risk assessment of earthworks, landslides, mining, etc.).

Satellite monitoring offers a solution which provides asset managers and infrastructure owners with services that cover the total
network, is non-intrusive, and has historical data available. InSAR data are available at a much higher frequency of every 4 to
12 days, depending upon the satellite mission employed. If this EO data source can be used as an additional indicator for
monitoring track behaviour, this can supplement existing methods and overcome their weaknesses.

Interferometric Satellite Aperture Radar (InSAR) techniques make use of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) datasets derived from
Earth observation satellites. SAR is an active microwave imaging system and is used because it provides all-weather and cloud
penetrating capabilities around the clock. Observation frequency depends on the area and extends from 4 to 12 days, historical
data have a lower frequency. This service can also use data sets such as ERS and Envisat to provide baseline land deformation
surveys as well as Sentinel-1 images to provide dynamic baseline surveys of wide area land deformation.

Using a novel technique call the Intermittent Small Baseline Subset (ISBAS) method [2], it is possible to make millimetric
accuracy measurements of land motion, even over vegetated terrain. The technique uses stacks of satellite InSAR observations
over a long period of time, deriving land motion through time-series analyses. The resulting maps of velocity have a standard
error of 2mm/year or better, depending on the number of observations available. The ISBAS method is operational and, when
based upon freely-available Sentinel-1 data, can provide a cost effective solution to wide-area screening at low resolution.

An example ISBAS result is shown in figure 1 where more than 80 Sentinel-1 images gathered between 2015 and 2017 were
processed of an area in the Netherlands. The results show severe subsidence along a bend in the railway track which may not
only affect the track but also any infrastructure within a few hundred metres of the track. This result shows the average rate of
motion over a 2-year period from 2015-2017.
Using this method we can not only identify cases where environmental problems affect the track but also the reverse, where

continued track stress begins to affect neighbouring structures. In this case, where the track is clearly correlated to the
deformation, the latter explanation is most likely.
Once those hotspots are identified, the intensive monitoring can be conducted, which includes corridor analysis to investigate
track substructure deformation and stability (risk assessment of subsoil/transition points/culverts/viaducts/level crossings etc.)
using a mobile LiDAR monitoring system consisting of a set of laser scanners and navigation component. While the LIDAR
component is capable of centimetre accuracy, it is limited by the navigation accuracy, predominantly affected by the difficult
railway environment, frequent multipath and NLOS (non-line of sight) interference combined with a loss of signal next to the
monitoring structures themselves (bridges, cuttings, tunnels, embankments etc.), making precise positioning the biggest



challenge. The following sections discuss how this situation can be improved, through the use of LIDAR data and details of
monitoring itself.

Figure 1 An ISBAS survey of an area of the close to Lelystad, Netherlands

LIDAR EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

To test the monitoring capabilities of 3D point clouds generated from mobile LiDAR systems, five data collections were carried
out between February 2016 and July 2017. The test environment was a 10-mile-long rural single carriageway road located along
the Snake Pass in the Peak District, England.
The road was selected based on several factors:

1) The area is notorious for slope failures, resulting in frequent road closures for maintenance. It was a suitable location for
monitoring geo-hazards.
2) The road passes through a good mixture of environments for testing the system accuracy, including open areas and sections
covered by thick foliage.
3) The environment along the road resembles the railway environment, including cuttings, embankments and poor mobile
network connection [3].

Data collection was conducted using the StreetMapper mobile mapping system from 3D Laser Mapping, which can be installed
on any vehicle. The system consists of a Riegl VUX-1 laser scanner, a Novatel GNSS receiver and an inertial sensor IGI IMU-
IIe.

The data were captured by driving both directions along the road on each survey campaing. No control points were installed
during the tests, instead a combined IMU+GPS solution was used. Cuttings and foliage lead to limited sky-view and subsequent
GPS gaps. The combined navigation accuracy degradation exceeding 50 cm in places, limiting the monitoring capacity of the
system. Therefore, the post-processing of the point cloud was important to reduce the relative errors between each dataset.

The collected navigation data were post-processed in the DGNSS mode in Novatel GrafNav software, using the base station data
available from UK OS-Net. GNSS data are then integrated with IMU measurements in AeroOffice, a commercial software
provided by IGI. The navigation results were used to generate the 3D point cloud using 3D Laser Mapping’s in-house software,
MMProcess.

Table 1 Riegl VUX-1 laser scanner specification
Measurement rate Field of view Angle resolution Accuracy Precision

VUX-1 Up to 550kHz 330 deg 0.001 deg 10 mm 5 mm
COMBINED POSITION



The geo-hazard monitoring with the LiDAR system is based on comparing two or more point cloud datasets captured over a
specific time. The detected movement is then computer, and if it exceeds a predefined threshold, the changes occurring are then
flagged. However, the monitoring capability is highly dependent on the density and accuracy of the point cloud. While the density
and point precision often relies on the laser scanner performance, the endpoint accuracy is highly dependent on the positioning
accuracy of the navigation system[4,5], which in turn is dependent on both the hardware and the environment. As the test
environment is a mixture of open sky and cuttings, the navigation result varied between centimetre level RTK position and
periods where the error RMS exceeded 1 m (Figure 2).

This can be improved by using point cloud data. The standard approach is to install and survey control points in areas where
navigation performance is likely to degrade, e.g. going through foliage, under bridges and tunnels [3]. These points are then
manually identified in the point cloud and added as the constraints during the post-processing, introducing the shift to the known
position. Two main limitations of this approach are labour cost and risk to the staff, especially in the hazardous areas.

In our workflow, common features have been extracted from the point cloud and then used directly to correct the navigation
information in poor coverage areas and as a result correct the matching of the point clouds. As discussed, the change detection
is a de-facto comparison of two point clouds, therefore there is no need for the navigation data with absolute position. Instead,
we can use features extracted from the point cloud during post-processing as “control points” to reduce a relative error between
the point clouds. As shown in Figure 3 we can use this control point cloud, with the positions of the extracted features used as
the reference position. We then extract the same features from the remaining datasets. Their positions are corrected towards the
reference position, making all datasets consistent, with the reference point cloud, in the area of poor navigation data. This ensures
that the datasets are ready for change detection and monitoring. This method eliminates the requirement of installing physical
control points.

Although there is no ground truth to compare the navigation results, the accuracy is reflected in the point cloud results themselves.
During our experiment, each dataset was captured by driving in both directions and thereby creating two flight-lines in the point
cloud, leading to a mismatch between the point clouds captured within one dataset while driving different directions. The error
between the different datasets is similarly reflected by the mismatch between the point clouds from different datasets, as
discussed in the following section.

Figure 2 Easting accuracy of the combined IMU+GNSS solution



ACTIVE MONITORING

Geo-hazard monitoring with the LiDAR systems is based on comparing two or more point cloud datasets captured over a specific
time. Change detection is achieved by calculating the distance between the two point clouds, that is between a point from the
comparison cloud to the underlying surface represented by the reference cloud. To increase accuracy and to reduces the error
caused by different point densities and the anomalies caused by scanning different feature points, the least square best fitting
plane is used as the reference surface [6].

A heat map was used to display the change, with large deformations indicated as red and small values as blue. However, due to
some remaining noise in the point cloud, not all detected changes are actual changes in the environment. Therefore, it is vital to
differentiate between noise and detected changes. We used the following methods to reduce this noise:

a) Due to slight difference between scan position and scan angles during each data capture, the edge of the point clouds tends
to show a large difference, i.e. large cloud-to-cloud distance values. In our processing, those areas are identified and not analysed.

b) The monitored area is covered with grass and other vegetation. As our data spans all seasons, from winter to the summer,
many large values showing up along the roadside area are caused by the changing vegetation coverage. Those areas are also
identified and removed from the analysis.
c) Misalignment caused by navigation error - those areas are corrected, following the methods discussed in the previous section,
and included in the analysis.
From all the collected data, three interesting changes have been identified. In the following figures, the colour legend units are
metres.

a) A damaged wall on the side of the road. This damage was not visible from a standard bird’s-eye view of this
section (Figure 4), although the heat-map indicated a large anomaly, which was inspected in detail and revealed a collapsed
wall section requiring attention (Figure 3).

Fig 3 Example of mismatch between the point clouds



b) Road cracking shows up very clearly in the change detection map (Figure 6). Further verification was found by
inspecting point cloud (Figure 7).

Figure 6 Change detection map showing road cracking

Figure 5: Wall before and after

Figure 4 Bird’s eye view of the road section



c) Continuous change found on a slope, which could be identified and validated by checking the original point cloud.
These type of change are the most significant for the railway environment as early warning indicators (Figure 8).

SUMMARY

This paper outlined the RailSAT continual monitoring approach using the Sentinel-1 InSAR data at the regional level, to provide
wide–area ground deformation rates and identify hotspots, and LIDAR data in the hotspot area itself. The LIDAR results from
the datasets captured in a relatively unstable area of the Peak District, England were used to demonstrate the feasibility of this
monitoring method. This paper also demonstrated the multisensor navigation system for the rail environment. The paper focuses
on the combination of positioning data from traditional GNSS/INS system combined with processed LIDAR point cloud data.

Further work will focus on developing a navigation system for the repair robots [1], using features in the natural environment in
combination with low-cost GNSS/INS sensors. For the most efficient, cost-effective repairs in terms of the actual size of the
repairs and disruption to the rail network, the robots need to position themselves to within 10cm of the beginning and end of the
fault. Such accuracy requires combined navigation system that is able first to precisely locate the damage and, in the second step,
navigate the robot to the damaged section. One of the challenges here is to identify the areas of the infrastructure with poor
GNSS coverage, where we have to utilise additional navigation methods. One of the suggested approaches is the use of 360o

images to create such a priori intelligence. A dedicated camera can be mounted on the selected trains creating a spatial database
of such outages [7]. In those areas, the robot will have to use other navigation methods. As demonstrated in this paper, typical
rail environment is challenging even for the combined GNSS and IMU solution. This paper discussed another positional method
utilising GNSS, IMU and LIDAR to provide the combined position in such areas.

Figure 7 Detection map and point cloud
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